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Some past studies suggest that when sound elements are heard as one object, the spatial cues in the
component elements are integrated to determine perceived location, and that this integration is
reduced when the elements are perceived in separate objects. The current study explored how object
localization depends on the spatial, spectral, and temporal configurations of sound elements in an
auditory scene. Localization results are interpreted in light of results from a series of previous
experiments studying perceptual grouping of the same stimuli, e.g., Shinn-Cunningham et al. �Proc.
Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 104, 12223–12227 �2007��. The current results suggest that the integration
�pulling� of spatial information across spectrally interleaved elements is obligatory when these
elements are simultaneous, even though past results show that these simultaneous sound elements
are not grouped strongly into a single perceptual object. In contrast, perceptually distinct objects
repel �push� each other spatially with a strength that decreases as the temporal separation between
competing objects increases. These results show that the perceived location of an attended object is
not easily predicted by knowledge of how sound elements contribute to the perceived
spectro-temporal content of that object.
© 2009 Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.3238240�
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I. INTRODUCTION

In everyday life, the sound arriving at our ears is the
sum of energy from multiple acoustical events in the envi-
ronment, typically originating from many different sources at
different locations in space. The cognitive process of inter-
preting the sound energy coming from different sound
sources and forming the sound in the mixture into distinct
perceived objects is known as auditory scene analysis or
ASA �Bregman, 1990�. Such objects can then be attended,
allowing a listener to process an object of interest and judge
its content. While it is important to be able to understand the
spectro-temporal content of a signal of interest �i.e., “what”
you are listening to�, the spatial location of that source is also
behaviorally important �i.e., “where” an auditory event
comes from�. For example, in a cocktail party, you not only
need to able to hear your name when it is spoken �Cherry,
1953�, but you also want to know the location of the person
calling you.

A number of studies have investigated how ASA influ-
ences the ability to understand an attended signal �Darwin
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and Hukin, 1999; Freyman et al., 1999; Arbogast et al.,
2002; Shinn-Cunningham et al., 2005a�. However, there are
relatively few studies investigating how competing sources
in a sound mixture affect localization of the perceived ob-
jects in an auditory scene. Moreover, results of these past
studies show that presenting multiple sound components in a
mixture can cause many different effects on sound localiza-
tion.

Although some simultaneous sounds can be localized
quite accurately, without strong perceptual interference be-
tween the resulting objects �Good and Gilkey, 1996; Lorenzi
et al., 1999; Best et al., 2005�, other studies suggest that
simultaneous sound elements coming from different loca-
tions interfere with localization of a target element, even if
the interfering elements and the target element are spectrally
remote from one another �McFadden and Pasanen, 1976;
Best et al., 2007�. Moreover, the literature on how spatial
perception is affected by interactions between competing
sound elements contains evidence for spatial “pulling” and
“pushing” effects, as defined below �e.g., see Gardner, 1969�.

Pulling �also known as “integration” or “attraction”� oc-
curs when spatial information from different sound elements
is perceptually combined. Pulling causes the perceived spa-

tial location of a target sound to be displaced toward the
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location at which the competing elements would be per-
ceived if they were presented in isolation. Pulling has been
observed, for instance, when subjects localize a source in the
presence of an interfering stimulus delivered monaurally
�Butler and Naunton, 1964�. Another robust example of pull-
ing is the precedence effect, in which the perceived location
of a target sound closely following a preceding sound is
dominated by the spatial cues in the preceding sound �see
Litovsky et al., 1999 for a review�. A recent review of stud-
ies in which pulling occurs for sources that are spectrally
remote �Best et al., 2007� rekindled the idea that the degree
of integration of spatial cues in different sound elements is
directly affected by auditory grouping �see also Woods and
Colburn, 1992�.

Specifically, pulling seems to occur when sound ele-
ments are perceived as coming from the same auditory ob-
ject, but this integration is reduced when grouping cues pro-
mote perceiving the spectrally remote elements in distinct
auditory objects �i.e., spatial cues are perceptually integrated
across only those sound elements making up a target object�.

Pushing �also known as “repulsion”� occurs when the
perceived location of a target is displaced away from the
location at which competing elements would be perceived if
they were presented in isolation �Lorenzi et al., 1999;
Braasch and Hartung, 2002�. In contrast to pulling, pushing
is thought to arise when competing sounds are perceived as
coming from distinct auditory objects, each of which is heard
at a unique position �Best et al., 2005�.

To test the hypothesis that pulling occurs within objects
and pushing occurs between objects, we measured the per-
ceived laterality of auditory objects using stimuli identical to
those used previously to explore the influence of spatial cues
on perceived object content in a sound mixture �Shinn-
Cunningham et al., 2007; Lee and Shinn-Cunningham,
2008b�. Briefly, when presented with a sound mixture con-
taining a slowly repeating harmonic complex, a single target
harmonic is perceived as part of the complex �Darwin and
Hukin, 1997; Shinn-Cunningham et al., 2007�. However, if
there are intervening tones that, together with the target,
form an isochronous sequence of tones identical to the target,
the target is typically no longer heard as part of the simulta-
neous harmonic complex �Darwin and Hukin, 1997; Shinn-
Cunningham et al., 2007�. Most importantly, when the spa-
tial cues of the target and intervening tones are manipulated,
the manipulation strongly influences the perceived rhythm of
the rapidly repeating tone sequence �the contribution of the
target to the tone stream�, but not the perceived content of
the harmonic complex �not the contribution of the target to
the simultaneous complex; Shinn-Cunningham et al., 2007;
Lee and Shinn-Cunningham, 2008b�. Specifically, the tone
stream is most often perceived with a galloping rhythm �the
target harmonic is not part of the tone stream� when spatial
cues promote �1� grouping the target with the simultaneous
complex and �2� segregating the target tone and intervening
harmonic tones. However, the tone stream is most often per-
ceived with an even rhythm �the target is heard in the tone
stream� when spatial cues promote �1� segregating the target
tone from the complex and �2� integrating the target tone into

the tone stream. Thus, spatial cues strongly affect how much
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the target contributes to the intervening tone stream. How-
ever, the spatial cues have only a weak effect on the per-
ceived contribution of the target to the harmonic complex: in
the presence of the tone stream, the target never strongly
contributes to the complex, regardless of the spatial cues
�Shinn-Cunningham et al., 2007; Lee and Shinn-
Cunningham, 2008b�. It is worth noting that the target tone is
never heard as a distinct object in these mixtures. Instead, all
of these mixtures are perceived as containing only two per-
ceptual objects: the tone stream and the harmonic complex.
Manipulating the spatial cues of the sound elements simply
changes the degree to which the target tone contributes to the
perceived spectro-temporal content of the two objects in the
scene.

The perceptual organization of mixtures of this sort
�containing a rapidly repeating tone stream and a more
slowly repeating harmonic complex, each of which competes
for “ownership” of an ambiguous target element� is robust. If
the salience of the spatial cues is reduced by adding ordinary
reverberant energy, grouping results are similar, but the de-
gree to which spatial cues modulate the perceptual contribu-
tion of the target to the tone stream is reduced �Lee and
Shinn-Cunningham, 2008b�. If the tone stream is changed
from a simple pure tone to a complex tone containing mul-
tiple harmonics, the ambiguous target �now also a complex
tone, with rich harmonic structure� contributes more to the
harmonic complex, but the perceptual contribution of the tar-
get to the objects in the scene is still modulated by the spatial
cues of the constituent sound elements �Lee et al., 2008�. If
the frequency of the repeating tones vying for ownership of
the target is offset from the frequency of the ambiguous tar-
get tone, the degree to which the target contributes to the
tone stream decreases as the frequency disparity increases,
but the same general trends are seen �i.e., spatial cues have a
strong effect on the perceived content of the tone stream, but
have a weaker effect on the perceived content of the har-
monic complex; Lee and Shinn-Cunningham, 2008a�. Thus,
although how listeners group complex sound mixtures can be
hard to measure precisely, multiple studies investigating mix-
tures like those used in the current study support the notion
that there is a consistent, natural way to group these mixtures
that depends on the balance of all of the various factors that
affect perceptual grouping, including the spatial cues of the
components in the mixture. Most importantly, for mixtures
identical to those investigated here, a simple target tone is
never heard strongly as part of the simultaneous harmonic
complex, regardless of the spatial cues. However, the contri-
bution of the target to the tone stream depends strongly on
the spatial cues of the elements making up the mixture.

In the current study, we measured where subjects per-
ceived the intervening tones and harmonic complex for
stimuli identical to those used in Shinn-Cunningham et al.
�2007�. Specifically, using an interaural level difference
�ILD� pointer, subjects matched the perceived laterality of
either the intervening tones or the harmonic complex. Taken
together with the results of our previous experiments, we
find evidence for obligatory integration of spatial cues in
elements presented simultaneously, even across sound ele-

ments that are not strongly perceived to be in the same au-
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ditory object. This result demonstrates a dissociation be-
tween how sound elements contribute to the perceived
spectro-temporal content of objects in a scene and how the
spatial cues in constituent sound elements contribute to the
perceived locations of those objects. We also observe a spa-
tial repulsion between the perceived location of competing
objects. Finally, we show that the strength of the across-
object repulsion decreases as the temporal separation be-
tween competing objects increases, but the across-element
integration of simultaneous elements is unaffected by the
temporal separation between competing objects. This final
result is further evidence that how auditory elements are
grouped into perceptual objects �which is strongly influenced
by the temporal separation of the elements� does not always
predict how spatial information is combined across elements
to determine perceived object location.

II. EXPERIMENT 1: SINGLE REPETITION RATE

Stimuli consisted of a sequence of two repeating tones
�S� and a harmonic complex �C� that repeated at one-third
the rate of the tones. A 500-Hz tone known as the target �T�
could logically belong to both the stream of tones and the
harmonic complex �see Fig. 1�a��. We manipulated the spa-
tial content of the repeating-tone stream, the complex, and
the target to explore how spatial cues influence the localiza-
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FIG. 1. �A� The two-object stimulus consists of a three-part sequence: a pair
of pure tones followed by a harmonic complex �in the form of A1A2B�. In
the basic configuration, the pure tones in time slots A1 and A2 �S� are at 500
Hz. Time slot B is made up of two components: a target tone at 500 Hz �T�
and a harmonic complex �C� with an F0 of 125 Hz �with the fourth har-
monic 500 Hz omitted�. In Experiment 1, each time slot is 100 ms in dura-
tion �60-ms-long acoustic events with 40-ms-long silent gaps between�. In
Experiment 2, the time slot duration is 70 ms in the “fast” block and 190 ms
in the “slow” block �with silent gaps of duration 10 and 130 ms, respec-
tively�. See text for details. �B� The complex spectral envelope was shaped
to sound like the vowel /�/ when the target was heard as part of the complex.
tion of the perceived objects. Comparison with results of
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grouping experiments using identical stimuli �Shinn-
Cunningham et al., 2007; Lee and Shinn-Cunningham,
2008b�, let us explore whether there was a direct relationship
between grouping and localization, as has been previously
posited �Woods and Colburn, 1992; Best et al., 2007�. We
hypothesized that if the target was strongly grouped with the
simultaneous complex, the perceived location of the complex
would be strongly pulled by the spatial cues of the target.
However, we predicted that when the target was not heard as
part of the complex, its perceived location would have little
influence on the perceived location of the complex, consis-
tent with recent results for binaural interference stimuli �Best
et al., 2007�. We expected the repeating tone stream to be
pulled by the spatial cues in the target when it was heard as
part of the tone stream, but not when it was not heard as part
of the tone stream. Finally, we predicted that there would be
pushing between the two objects �complex and tone stream�
if they were perceived in different locations �Best et al.,
2005�.

A. Methods

1. Stimuli

The frequency of the pair of repeating tones making up
the tone stream was 500 Hz �Fig. 1�a��. The harmonic com-
plex was filtered so that its spectral structure was vowel
shaped, to enable direct comparison with our companion
studies of perceptual organization using identical stimuli
�Fig. 1�b�; Shinn-Cunningham et al., 2007; Lee and Shinn-
Cunningham, 2008b�. The target was a 500-Hz tone that had
the same onset/offset as the complex and that, when taken
together with the repeating tones, formed an isochronous
stream of identical 500-Hz tones.

The amplitudes of the target and the tones were equal,
and matched the level that the fourth harmonic of the com-
plex would have, given the spectral shaping applied to the
complex. This basic pattern, a pair of repeating tones fol-
lowed by the harmonic complex and target, was repeated to
produce a stimulus that was perceived as two streams: an
ongoing stream of tones and a repeating complex occurring
at a rate one-third as rapid.

The tones, the harmonic complex, and the target were all
gated with a Blackman window of 60-ms duration. There
was a 40-ms-long silent gap between each tone and the si-
multaneous harmonic complex, creating a regular rhythmic
pattern with an event occurring every 100 ms. In order to
control build-up of streaming, which is known to affect per-
ceptual grouping �Bregman, 1978; Anstis and Saida, 1985;
Carlyon et al., 2001; Cusack et al., 2004�, we kept the pre-
sentation time of these stimuli fixed at three seconds �i.e., ten
repetitions of the pair-of-tones-and-complex triplet�.

A number of past studies used an ILD acoustic pointer to
get repeatable measures of perceived object laterality �Bern-
stein and Trahiotis, 1985; Trahiotis and Stern, 1989; Buell
et al., 1991; Heller and Trahiotis, 1996; Bernstein and
Trahiotis, 2003; Best et al., 2007�. Therefore, we used a 200-
Hz-wide band of noise, centered at 2 kHz, as an acoustic
pointer, which listeners used to indicate the perceived later-

ality of the attended object in each trial. Subjects adjusted the
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ILD of the pointer using one button to increase and another
button to decrease the pointer’s ILD. We used this procedure
to quantify the perceived location of object whose constitu-
ent sound elements had spatial cues from pseudo-anechoic
head-related transfer functions �HRTFs� measured on a
KEMAR manikin at a distance of 1 m in the horizontal plane
�see Shinn-Cunningham et al., 2005b for details�. In general,
subjects did not find our HRTF-processed stimuli particularly
well externalized, but they nonetheless found it intuitively
easy to match the intra-cranial location of each object with
the ILD pointer. Moreover, as in past studies, the ILD
matches we obtained were very consistent and repeatable.

2. Task

The same physical stimuli were presented in two experi-
mental blocks. In one block, subjects matched the perceived
location of the repeated tones with the acoustic pointer. In
the other block, subjects matched the perceived location of
the harmonic complex. The order of stimuli was a different
random sequence for each subject and each block to mitigate
any learning effects.

3. Equipment

All stimuli were generated offline using MATLAB soft-
ware �Mathworks Inc.�. Sources were processed to have spa-
tial cues consistent with a source from a position straight
ahead �0° azimuth�, 45° to the left, or 45° to the right of the
listener.

Digital stimuli were generated at a sampling rate of 25
kHz and sent to Tucker-Davis Technologies �TDT� hardware
for D/A conversion and attenuation before presentation over
headphones �Etymotic ER-1 insert earphones�. Presentation
of the stimuli was controlled by a personal computer, which
selected the stimulus to play on a given trial. A different
random attenuation level �0–14 dB� was applied to both the
stimulus and the acoustic pointer in each trial in order to
minimize any influence of presentation level on localization.
Subjects were seated in a sound-treated booth and responded
via a button-box �TDT Bbox�, which was directly connected
to the hardware. All signals were presented at a listener con-
trolled, comfortable level �maximum value 80 dB sound
pressure level�.

4. Subjects

Nine subjects �four male, five female, aged 18–31� took
part in the experiment. All participants had pure-tone thresh-
olds in both ears within 20 dB of normal-hearing thresholds
at octave frequencies between 250 and 8000 Hz, and within
15 dB of normal-hearing thresholds at 500 Hz. All subjects
gave written informed consent to participate in the study, as
overseen by the Boston University Charles River Campus
Institutional Review Board and the Committee On the Use of
Humans as Experimental Subjects at the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology.
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B. Procedures

1. Training

At the beginning of each experimental block, all listen-
ers received 15 min of practice to familiarize themselves
with the experimental procedures and task, which were iden-
tical to those of the main experiment �described below�. Dur-
ing these practice sessions, subjects were encouraged to ex-
plore the full range of acoustic pointer positions they could
achieve, and diagrams were presented on screen to help em-
phasize the difference between the repeating tones and the
harmonic complex. No feedback was provided either during
training or during the main experiment.

2. Matching procedure

Each trial began with a presentation of the 3-s-long
stimulus. This was followed by a 3-s-long presentation of the
acoustic pointer, during which subjects could adjust its ILD.
A right button press caused the ILD to increase by one step
while a left button press caused it to decrease �achieved by
symmetrically adjusting the level to the right ear upward and
the level to the left ear downward by the same amount�.
Updates occurred at a rate of 25 kHz. The constant step-size
was set to be very small ����=1.5�10−3 dB�, so that listen-
ers perceived, in real time, an essentially continuous sound
image moving along the intracranial axis as they adjusted the
pointer ILD.

Presentations of the stimulus and pointer alternated ev-
ery 3 s until the subject was satisfied that the pointer lateral-
ity matched the perceived laterality of the attended object. To
indicate their satisfaction, they pressed a third button, which
caused the current pointer ILD to be stored and the next trial
to be initiated. The initial pointer ILD was set to a random
value �between �20 and �20 dB� at the start of each trial.
Typically, subjects cycled through three to four iterations of
the listening-matching sequence for each trial before signal-
ing satisfaction with their response.

3. Blocking

Each block of the experiment included seven single-
object conditions that served as controls �see left panels of
Fig. 2�. In three of these conditions, the target and the object
to be localized �either the complex or the repeating tones�
were both from the same location, either at 0°, 45° �to the
right�, or �45° �to the left�. In the four other single-object
conditions, the target and the object to be localized were
from different locations �but there were no other competing
objects�. Seven two-object conditions �which were identical
in the “match-tones” and “match-complex” blocks� were in-
termingled with the appropriate single-object conditions in
each block �right panel in Fig. 2�. In these conditions, the
complex always originated from 0° azimuth. In one two-
object control condition, the target and the repeating tones
were co-located with the complex. The other six conditions
consisted of two conditions in which only the target came
from the side �either left or right� and the complex and re-
peating tones were straight ahead; two with only the repeat-
ing tones coming from the side �either left or right� and the

complex and target from straight ahead; and two with the
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repeating tones and the target both coming from the same
side �either left or right� and the complex from ahead.

Because conditions were mirror symmetric and there
were no significant differences in either the main effect of
side of presentation �tones: F1,7=0.449; complex: F1,7

=0.757� or the interaction between side of presentation and
condition �tones: F7,52=0.494; complex: F3,20=0.534�, re-
sults from left/right symmetric conditions were combined in
all subsequent analysis. The resulting configurations are de-
noted by the shorthand SxCyTz, where x, y, and z denote the
locations of the stream of tones �S�, complex �C�, and target
�T� and can either be 0 for center �components from 0° azi-
muth� or 45 for side �components from either �45° azi-
muth�. Bold font highlights the component of the mixture
that listeners were asked to match in a given condition. This
leads to four unique configurations for the single-object
match-tones conditions �S0T0, S0T45, S45T0, S45T45; see Fig.
2, top left panel�, four configurations for the single-object,
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FIG. 2. Summary of the spatial configurations tested �mirror-symmetric
versions of the three right-most conditions of each group were presented, for
a total of seven stimuli of each type�. Single-object conditions are shown on
the left for the match-tones �top� and match-complex conditions �bottom�.
Two-object conditions, presented in both the match-tones and match-
complex blocks, are shown on the right. The radial dimension in each dia-
gram denotes time, while the azimuthal angle of each component relative to
the listener is denoted by the angle relative to the top-down view of the
head.

TABLE I. Summary of paired-sample t-test and Wilcoxon signed-rank test
after collapsing across left-right symmetric configurations �see also Fig. 3�.
here and are denoted by the subscript DS. Ellipses denote comparisons for w
whose significance was therefore not tested.1

Effect of target location

Conditions Significance Con

Single-object Tones S0T45–S0T0 t8=−1.327 pDS,2=0.113
S45T45–S45T0 Z=−3.4187 pDS,2=0.001

Complex C0T45–C0T0 t8=−3.267 pDS,2=0.023
C45T45–C45T0 ¯ ¯

Two-object Tones S0C0T
S0C0T45–S0C0T0 t8=2.689 pDS,2=0.054 S45C0

S45C0T45–S45C0T0 ¯ ¯ S45C0T

Complex S0C0T
S0C0T45–S0C0T0 t8=−3.638 pDS,2=0.013 S45C0

S45C0T45–S45C0T0 t17=−3.358 pDS,2=0.007 S45C0T
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 126, No. 5, November 2009 Lee et al.: L
match-complex conditions �C0T0, C0T45, C45T0, C45T45; see
Fig. 2, bottom left panel�, and four two-object configurations
that were presented in both match complex �S0C0T0,
S0C0T45, S45C0T0, and S45C0T45� and match-tone conditions
�S0C0T0, S0C0T45, S45C0T0, and S45C0T45; see Fig. 2, right
panel�.

Each subject completed two experimental blocks, each
consisting of 8 repetitions of each of the 14 stimuli in ran-
dom order, for a total of 224 trials per block. The order of the
blocks was counter-balanced across sessions and listeners.
Each session lasted no longer than 1.5 h.

C. Results

In all data analysis, results from mirror-symmetric con-
figurations were combined by reversing the sign of the ILD
match for configurations with elements to the left and then
averaging these values with the corresponding results for
configurations with elements to the right. Table I summarizes
results of all the statistical tests performed on results from
Experiment 1, discussed in detail below.

1. Single-object mixtures
a. Tones. When tone stream and target were both from

0° �S0T0: left-most data point in Fig. 3�a��, the mean ILD
was near zero �i.e., when both target and tones were from
straight ahead, the tones were perceived at midline�. Results
were similar when the target was shifted to the side and the
tones remained in the center �S0T45; compare the first and
second data points from the left in Fig. 3�a��. When tones
and target were both to the side �S45T45; right-most data point
in Fig. 3�a��, the mean ILD was large and pointing to the
expected side. When the tones were from the side and the
target was from the center �S45T0: third data point from left
in Fig. 3�a��, the perceived location of the tones was shifted
toward midline compared to when both tones and target were
to the side �compare the two right-most data points in Fig.

parisons shown in italics� performed on the group mean of Experiment 1
hoc adjusted significance levels, using the Dunn–Sidak factors, are reported
both conditions may have been affected by the limited response range and

ect of competing object Effect of tones location

ns Significance Conditions Significance

0T45 t17=−2.211 pDS,3=0.118

45T0 Z=2.025 pDS,3=0.123

45T45 ¯ ¯

0T45 t17=2.144 pDS,3=0.134

0T0 t17=−5.347 pDS,3=0.002 S45C0T0–S0C0T0 t8=4.321 pDS,2=0.005

0T45 t17=−5.184 pDS,3=0.001 S45C0T45–S0C0T45 t17=5.349 pDS,2�0.001
s �com
Post-

hich

Eff

ditio

45–S
T0–S

45–S
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45–C
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3�a�; this effect was significant according to a Wilcoxon
signed-rank test, p�0.051; see comparison of S45T0 and
S45T45 in Table I�.

b. Complex. When the complex and target were in the
same location, results are as expected: near zero for C0T0

�left-most data point in Fig. 3�b�� and large and toward the
expected side for C45T45 �right-most data point in Fig. 3�b��.
When the target was from the side and the complex was from
the center �C0T45�, the perceived location of the complex
was pulled toward the side of the target �compare the two
left-most data points in Fig. 3�b�, p�0.05 for the compari-
son of C0T0 and C0T45 in Table I�. When the complex was
simulated from the side, its perceived location was far off to
the expected side, both when the target was in front and
when the target was to the side �C45T0 and C45T45�.

1

2. Two-object mixtures
a. Tones. When the tone stream, the target, and the

complex were all from the center �S0C0T0: leftmost data
point Fig. 3�c��, the judged tone location was close to zero,
as expected. There was a trend for the target location to
affect the perceived location of the tones, but this trend did
not reach statistical significance. Specifically, when the target
was to the side and all of the other components were straight
ahead �S0C0T45�, there was a trend for the perceived tone
stream location to be displaced slightly away from midline,
away from the side of the target, compared to when all com-
ponents were from in front �compare two left-most data
points in Fig. 3�c�; p=0.054, as shown in Table I�. When the
tones and target were to the side and the complex was
straight ahead �S45C0T45: right-most data point�, the tones
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FIG. 3. Across-subject average of the matched ILD for all conditions in
Experiment 1, collapsed across mirror-symmetric conditions �all but the
left-most condition�. Matches to the tones are denoted by horizontal ellipses
�top panels� and matches to the complexes are denoted by vertical ellipses
�bottom panels�. Open symbols represent single-object conditions ��A� and
�B�� and filled symbols represent two-object conditions ��C� and �D��. Error
bars show the standard error of the mean across subjects.
were heard far to expected side. Similarly, when the tones
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were to the side but the target and complex were from
straight ahead, the perceived tone stream location was far to
the side in the expected direction �S45C0T0: third data point
from the left in Fig. 3�c��.1

The effect of adding the complex to the sound mixture
can be discerned by comparing single-object and two-object
judgments �corresponding open and filled horizontal ellipses
in Figs. 3�a� and 3�c�, respectively�. These comparisons give
no strong evidence for an effect of the complex on the per-
ceived location of the tones. When all components �target,
tones, and complex� were from the front, there was no effect
of adding the complex: the tones continue to be heard from
midline �S0T0 versus S0C0T0; compare left-most data points
in Figs. 3�a� and 3�c��. Adding the complex from in front had
no statistically significant effect on the perceived location of
the tones either when the tones were in front and the target
was to the side �S0T45 versus S0C0T45; the second data points
from the left in Figs. 3�a� and 3�c�, respectively� or when the
tones were from the side and the target was from in front
�S45T0 versus S45C0T0; the third data points from the left in
Figs. 3�a� and 3�c�, respectively�. �When the tone stream and
the target were to the side, responses may have been affected
by the response range, so no statistical tests were
performed.1�

b. Complex. As expected, when the tones, the target,
and the complex were all from the center, the perceived lo-
cation of complex was near zero �S0C0T0: see left-most data
point in Fig. 3�d��. The perceived location of the complex
was influenced by the location of the tones in the two-object
mixtures. When the complex and tones were in front and the
target was to the side, the perceived location of the complex
was displaced toward the side of the target compared to
when all three sound elements were from in front �compare
the two left-most data points in Fig. 3�d�; S0C0T0 and
S0C0T45 differ significantly, with p�0.05, in Table I�. When
the complex was in front and the tones were to the side, the
perceived location of the complex also was displaced to-
wards the side of the target when the target was moved from
midline �compare the two right-most data points in Fig. 3�d�;
S45C0T0 and S45C0T45 differ significantly, with p�0.05, in
Table I�. Thus, the effect of moving the target location was to
shift the perceived location of the complex in the direction of
the target in the two-mixture conditions �S0C0T45 versus
S0C0T0 and S45C0T45 versus S45C0T0�.

In addition to being affected by the location of the target,
the perceived location of the complex could be influenced by
the simple presence of the tones. When the complex and
target were from the center and the tones were from the side,
the perceived location of the complex was displaced from
midline, away from the tones �compare the third data point
from the left in Fig. 3�d� with the left-most data point in Fig.
3�b�; S45C0T0 and C0T0 differ significantly, with p�0.05, in
Table I�. Similarly, when the complex was from the center
and the target and tones were from the side, the perceived
location of the complex was displaced away from the tones
compared to the perceived location of the complex without

the tones present �compare the right-most data point in Fig.
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3�d� with the second data point from the left in Fig. 3�b�;
S45C0T45 and C0T45 differ significantly, with p�0.05, in
Table I�.

Finally, the location of the competing tones also influ-
enced the perceived location of the complex when compar-
ing two-object conditions. Changing the location of the tones
from the center to the side caused the perceived location of
the complex to be displaced away from midline into the
hemifield opposite the location of the tones, both when the
complex and target were in the center �S0C0T0 versus
S45C0T0; compare first and third data points in Fig. 3�d�� and
when the complex was in the center and the target was to the
side �S0C0T45 versus S45C0T45; compare the second and
fourth data points from the left in Fig. 3�d��. In both of these
cases, these results, which are consistent with the competing
tones repelling the perceived location of the complex, were
statistically significant �p�0.05 for both comparisons in
Table I�.

D. Discussion

1. Single-object mixtures
a. Tones. In a single-object mixture, the location of a

target at midline pulled the perceived location of a tone
stream �S45T0 was closer to midline than S45T45�. Thus, in the
absence of any competing object, there can be across-time
integration of spatial cues that affects the perceived location
of the repeated tones. This effect is consistent with the well-
known phenomenon of “binaural sluggishness” �Grantham
and Wightman, 1978; Culling and Summerfield, 1998;
Culling and Colburn, 2000�, which is thought of as an
obligatory across-time integration of spatial cues. Such slug-
gishness should depend strongly on the repetition rate of the
stimuli, with more integration at faster rates �larger pulling
from the target� and less at slower rates. In Experiment 2, we
directly tested this hypothesis by comparing localization of
the tones with the target at two different repetition rates.

b. Complex. The perceived location of the complex
presented without the tone stream tended to be pulled toward
the location of the simultaneous target �C0T45 was pulled
from midline toward the side of the target compared to
C0T0�. Because the pulling of the complex by the target de-
pends only on integration of simultaneously presented ele-
ments, this pulling should not be affected by repetition rate.
We tested this hypothesis in Experiment 2.

2. Two-object mixtures

Just as the perceived location of the complex was pulled
by the target in single-object conditions, the complex was
pulled toward the location of the target when the tone stream
was present in the mixture. In contrast, the target sometimes
pulled the perceived location of the tones in single-object
mixtures, but there was no evidence for across-time integra-
tion of the target and the tones when the complex was
present. Indeed, in the two-object mixtures with the complex
and tones both from in front, the perceived location of the
tones had a tendency to be displaced away from the side of
the target, rather than pulled toward the target. Thus, results

suggest the target always pulls the perceived location of the
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simultaneous complex, but that the target spatial information
is not integrated with the perceived location of the tones
when there is a simultaneous complex present in the mixture.
Given these results, we expected the manipulations of the
repetition rate undertaken in Experiment 2 to have little ef-
fect on how strongly the target pulled either the perceived
location of the complex �which presented simultaneously
with the target� or the perceived location of the tones �which
was never pulled by the target in the two-object mixtures�.

When there were two competing objects in the mixture,
there was a tendency for the competing objects to repel each
other. Specifically, adding tones from the side caused a sig-
nificant displacement of the complex away from the side of
the tones �S45C0T0 versus C0T0 and S45C0T45 versus C0T45�.
Similarly, moving the tones to the side caused the perceived
location of the complex to be displaced away from side of
the tones, as if the tones repelled the complex �S0C0T0 versus
S45C0T0 and S0C0T45 versus S45C0T45�. Across-object repul-
sion could also explain the trend for the perceived location of
the tones to be displaced away from the side of the target in
condition S0C0T45. In the limit, if the tones and complex are
separated by a large inter-stimulus interval, any across-object
repulsion must disappear. Thus, we hypothesized that repul-
sion would be stronger when the repetition rate was faster
and weaker when the rate was slower, an idea tested in Ex-
periment 2.

III. EXPERIMENT 2: VARYING REPETITION RATES

In this experiment, three hypotheses were tested:

�1� In the tones-only conditions, the strength of the pulling
of the tone stream by the target will increase with in-
creasing repetition rate.

�2� In the complex-only conditions, the pulling of the target
on the complex will be independent of the repetition
rate.

�3� In the two-object conditions, the strength of across-
object repulsion will increase with increasing repetition
rate.

A. Methods and procedures

Stimuli were identical to those in Experiment 1 except
that the length of the silent gap between each tone and com-
plex varied �Fig. 1�a��. In the “fast” block of the experiment,
the silent gap was 10 ms and an acoustic event occurred
every 70 ms. In the “slow” block of the experiment, the
silent gap was set at 130 ms, with events every 190 ms. In
both experimental blocks, presentation time was fixed at 3 s.
As a result, stimuli in the fast block consisted of 14 repeti-
tions of the repeating-tone-complex triplet, while in the slow
block it consisted of five repetitions.

Nine subjects �four male, five female, aged 18–31� took
part in this experiment. Eight out of these nine subjects also
participated in Experiment 1. The training and matching pro-
cedures were identical to those used in Experiment 1. Each
subject completed four experimental blocks �localization of
the repeating tones and the complex at two different rates� on
two separate days. On any given day, each subject completed

two blocks of tone stream localization and two blocks of
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complex localization, one each for slow and fast repetition
rates. The order of the stimulus rate and the order of the task
were counter-balanced across subjects.

B. Results

1. Single-object mixtures
a. Tones. In general, repetition rate had little effect on

the localization of the tones �compared the bigger and the
smaller markers of each condition in Fig. 4�a��. As expected,
when tones and target were both from 0° �S0T0; left-most
pair of data points in Fig. 4�a��, the mean ILD was near zero,
independent of the repetition rate. When the target was from
the side and the repeated tones from center, the tones were
still perceived near center �S0T45; second pair of data points
from left in Fig. 4�b��. A two-way, repeated-measures analy-
sis of variance �ANOVA� was conducted on the mean data
exploring the effect of repetition rate fast versus slow and
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FIG. 4. Across-subject average of the matched ILD for all conditions in
Experiment 2 collapsed across mirror-symmetric conditions. Matches to the
tones are denoted by horizontal ellipses �top panels� and matches to the
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represent single-object conditions ��A� and �B�� and filled symbols represent
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bars show the standard error of the mean across subjects.

TABLE II. Summary of the two-way repeated ANOV
conditions in Experiment 2 after collapsing across lef
denote comparisons that were excluded, as results in
response range.1

Sing

Conditions Target location

Tones S0T45–S0T0 F1.8=0.092 p=0.3
S45T45–S45T0 ¯ ¯

Complex C0T45–C0T0 F1.8=16.987 p=0.0
C45T45–C45T0 ¯ ¯
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target location �S0T0 versus S0T45� on localization judgments
when the repeating tones were from center. Neither of the
main effects nor their interaction was statistically significant
�compare the two left-most pairs of data points in Fig. 4�a�;
see first row of Table II�.

When tones and target were both to the side �S45T45:
right-most pair of data points in Fig. 4�a��, the mean ILD was
large and to the expected side, independent of repetition rate.
When the repeating tones were to the side and the target was
in front, the perceived laterality of the tones was also far to
the expected side �S45T0: third pair of data points from left in
Fig. 4�a�; because the response range may have affected
these results, no statistical tests were performed to compare
single-object tone conditions1�.

b. Complex. The perceived location of the complex
was as expected in the control conditions. When the complex
and target were both from midline �C0T0; left-most pair of
data points in Fig. 4�b��, the ILD was near zero. When the
complex and target were both to the side �C45T45: right-most
pair of data points in Fig. 4�b��, the ILD was large, and in the
expected direction.

Consistent with results of Experiment 1, the target tended
to pull the perceived location of the midline complex. When
the complex was from in front and the target was to the side,
judgments were displaced from midline toward the target
side �C0T45; pair of data points second from the left in Fig.
4�b��. When the complex was from the side, judgments were
far to the side for all matches �see the two right-most pairs of
data points in Fig. 4�b��.

Consistent with our hypothesis, repetition rate had little
effect on the localization of the complex, independent of the
exact spatial configuration of the target and complex. This
observation was supported by a two-way, repeated-measures
ANOVAs with factors of target location and repetition rate
�fast and slow� for the complex coming from the center: the
main effect of target location was significant, but neither the
effect of repetition rate nor the two-way interaction was sta-
tistically significant �the left-most pair of data points is lower
than the pair of data points second from the left in Fig. 4�b�,
but within each pair, the points are similarly valued; see third
line of Table II�. �When the complex was from the side,
results may have been affected by the response range, so
statistical tests were not performed.1�

ts performed on the group mean of the single-object
t symmetric configurations �see also Fig. 4�. Ellipses
conditions may have been artificially limited by the
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2. Two-object mixtures
a. Tones. When the tone stream, target, and complex

were all from the center �S0C0T0�, the mean ILD for the tone
stream match was near zero, independent of repetition rate,
as expected �see the left-most pair of data points in Fig.
4�c��. From the results in Experiment 1, we expected any
across-object repulsion to be evident only when the compet-
ing tones and complex were perceived in different locations
and the responses were not far to the side �and thus not
affected by a response ceiling effect1�. Therefore, we only
expected to see an effect of rate on the repulsion of the tones
in configurations S0C0T45. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test was
performed to test for the effect of rate in condition S0C0T45.

2

There was a significant effect of the repetition rate on the
perceived location of the tones, consistent with there being
repulsion of the tones that was significantly smaller for the
slower repetition rate in condition S0C0T45 �see the pair of
data points second from the left in Fig. 4�c� and the first line
of Table III�.

b. Complex. As expected, when the tones, the target,
and the complex were all from the center �S0C0T0�, the mean
ILD for complex localization was near zero, independent of
repetition rate. However, rate affected localization of the
complex. In particular, spatial repulsion was consistently
stronger for the faster repetition rate than for the slower rep-
etition rate: within each of the three right-most pairs of data
points in Fig. 4�d�, the right data point in each pair is closer
to the perceived location of the complex without the tones
present �shown by the two left-most pairs of matches in Fig.
4�b�� than the left data point in the pair. Moreover, all of
these judgments of the perceived location of the complex are
displaced away from the perceived location of the tones in
that mixture �shown by the corresponding results in Fig.
4�c��. Using three separate Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, the
repulsion of the harmonic complex was found to be signifi-
cantly smaller for the slower repetition rate in conditions
S0C0T45 �the pair of data points second from the left in Fig.
4�d�; see fourth line of Table III� and S45C0T45 �the pair of
data points third from the left in Fig. 4�d�; see final line of
Table III�. Although the effect of repetition rate on the local-
ization of the complex failed to reach statistical significance
in condition S45C0T0, there was a trend for repulsion by the
tones to be weaker at the slower repetition rate even in this
condition �right-most pair of data points in Fig. 4�d�; in fifth

TABLE III. Summary of the one-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank tests of the
effect of repetition rate on the group mean of the two-object conditions in
Experiment 2 �see also Fig. 4�. Ellipses denote comparisons that were ex-
cluded, as results in both conditions may have been artificially limited by the
response range.1

Two-object �Wilcoxon signed-rank tests on rate of repetition�

Conditions Tones S0C0T45 Z=1.677 p=0.047
S45C0T0 ¯ ¯

S45C0T45 ¯ ¯

Complex S0C0T45 Z=2.286 p=0.011
S45C0T0 Z=1.633 p=0.051
S45C0T45 Z=2.112 p=0.035
line of Table III, p=0.051�.
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C. Discussion

1. Single-object mixtures
a. Tones. In the single-object conditions, there was

little evidence for an effect of the target location on the per-
ceived location of the tones. These results suggest that there
is relatively little integration of the target spatial cues when
judging the location of the repeated tones, even at the fastest
repetition rate. This result is interesting, especially in light of
the fact that listeners strongly perceive the target as part of
the repeated tone object in related experiments investigating
what objects listeners perceived in these kind of sound mix-
tures �Shinn-Cunningham et al., 2007; Lee and Shinn-
Cunningham, 2008b�.

b. Complex. When listeners judged the laterality of the
complex in single-object configurations, the target signifi-
cantly pulled the perceived location of the complex when the
complex originated from the center. This pulling was not
significantly influenced by the rate of repetition, consistent
with our hypothesis. These spatial judgments suggest that
there is an obligatory integration of the spatial information in
the target with the spatial cues in the simultaneously present
complex, and are consistent with the fact that the spatially
displaced target is heard as part of the complex when there is
no other object competing for ownership of the target �Dar-
win and Hukin, 1997; Shinn-Cunningham et al., 2007; Lee
and Shinn-Cunningham, 2008b�.

2. Two-object mixtures

Across-object spatial repulsion was generally stronger at
the faster repetition rate and weaker when the competing
objects were more separated in time, consistent with our hy-
pothesis. This effect of repetition rate was found to be statis-
tically significant both when localizing the tones �in condi-
tion S0C0T45� and when localizing the harmonic complex
�S0C0T45 and S45C0T45; there was a trend for repulsion to be
weaker at the slower repetition rate in condition S45C0T0�.

In two-object mixtures, the perceived location of the
complex depends both upon pulling by the simultaneous tar-
get and repulsion by the competing tone stream. For in-
stance, in condition C0T45, the side target pulls the perceived
location of the complex away from midline. Adding tones
from midline to the mixture causes the complex and tones to
repel one another, so that the complex is heard even farther
to the side of the target than when the tones are not present
�S0C0T45 versus C0T45�. As noted above, the repulsion be-
tween the complex and the tones decreases as the temporal
separation between complex and tones increases, as ex-
pected. These observations highlight the fact that both pull-
ing and pushing can occur in the same conditions.

3. Build-up of streaming

Many studies have shown that when listeners hear a re-
peating sequence of elements, the way in which the listeners
perceptually organize the sound mixture changes, or “builds
up,” over time �Bregman, 1978; Anstis and Saida, 1985; Car-
lyon et al., 2001; Cusack et al., 2004�. To the extent that any
build-up of streaming depends on the number of presenta-

tions, build-up should be greater in the fast block than in the
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slow block. Conversely, if build-up of streaming depends on
absolute time rather than the number of stimulus presenta-
tion, build up should be similar in the two blocks. Further
work is necessary to investigate how streaming build-up may
influence the perceived location of objects in an auditory
scene. However, the current results show that across-object
interactions influence where listeners perceive objects in a
complex scene.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

A. Pulling „integration…

Spatial information in the target influenced localization
of both across-time objects �the tone stream� and objects
grouped across frequency �the harmonic complex� when
there were no competing objects in the mixture. The target
weakly pulled the tone stream location, having an observable
influence only when the tones were from the side and the
target was from the center. Moreover, this pulling did not
depend significantly on repetition rate. This suggests that
binaural sluggishness does not cause a strong, obligatory
temporal integration of spatial cues across time for the tones
and target used in these experiments. However, such effects
might arise in similar experiments if the temporal gap be-
tween events was smaller �or, equivalently, if the repetition
rate was greater�.

In both experiments, in single-object conditions contain-
ing the target and complex, the target significantly pulled the
complex when the complex came from the center. This result
shows that the target spatial information was integrated with
the spatial information in the simultaneously presented com-
plex in single-object conditions.

When there are two objects present in the scene, the
target spatial cues did not ever pull the perceived location of
the tone stream significantly, but always pulled the perceived
location of the complex. There was no strong effect of rep-
etition rate on the pulling of the complex by the target. As
noted above, this makes intuitive sense, given that the com-
plex and the target are simultaneous, suggesting that the in-
tegration of their spatial information should be independent
of any temporal parameters.

The observed obligatory integration of the target spatial
cues with the complex in the presence of the tones is surpris-
ing in light of past studies of perceptual organization of au-
ditory mixtures like those used here. Specifically, when lis-
teners are asked whether the target contributes to what
elements the harmonic complex contains, the target usually
is not heard as part of the complex for these mixtures �Dar-
win and Hukin, 1997; Shinn-Cunningham et al., 2007; Lee
and Shinn-Cunningham, 2008b�. Conversely, the target con-
tributes to the tone stream in some cases, but not others,
depending on the spatial cues in these stimuli �Shinn-
Cunningham et al., 2007; Lee and Shinn-Cunningham,
2008b�. In contrast, we find that the target, which is never
heard strongly as part of the complex, always contributes to
the perceived location of the complex. Moreover, the target
never contributes to the perceived location of the tones in the
two-object mixtures, regardless of the spatial configuration

of the elements; however, the spatial configuration has a dra-
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matic effect on whether or not the target is heard as part of
the tone stream.

These results are interesting when taken in conjunction
with results of past studies that suggest that the perceived
location of an object depends on integrating spatial cues con-
tained only in the sound elements that are heard as part of the
attended object �Woods and Colburn, 1992; Best et al.,
2007�. For example, in one recent study, listeners did not
show obligatory integration of spatial cues from simulta-
neously presented elements. Only when the simultaneous
low-and high-frequency elements were perceived as part of
the same object was integration observed. However, unlike
in the current study, the elements that were perceived in dif-
ferent objects were not comprised of interleaved frequency
components; instead, the low-and high-frequency elements
were far removed from each other, spectrally. Nonetheless,
manipulations that altered how strongly listeners grouped the
low-and high-frequency elements together altered the
amount of spatial-cue integration. If it were generally true
that listeners only integrate spatial information across ele-
ments that are perceived as making up an object, then the
perceived location of the complex should not be pulled by
the target in the current experiment, since the target is not
heard strongly as part of the complex. Thus, taken with past
studies of how listeners group the current sound mixtures,
we show here that integration of spatial cues contained in
simultaneous elements �the target and the complex� is not
predicted by whether the elements are heard as part of the
same object. Instead, we find that across-frequency integra-
tion of spatial cues for the current simultaneous, spectrally
interleaved elements is obligatory, regardless of whether or
not the simultaneous elements are perceived as one object.

It is possible that subjects used in the current experi-
ments actually heard the target as part of the complex, given
that this was not explicitly measured here. However, this is
unlikely based on the robustness of results from our past
studies of how listeners group these kinds of sound mixtures
�Shinn-Cunningham et al., 2007; Lee and Shinn-
Cunningham, 2008b�. Another alternative is that there is no
link between grouping and localization. However, this is in-
consistent with previous observations showing that grouping
influences what spatial cues listeners integrate when deter-
mining the perceived location of an object �Woods and Col-
burn, 1992; Hill and Darwin, 1996; Best et al., 2007�. An-
other possibility is that even a small contribution of an
element to what an object sounds like can yield a large shift
in where that object is perceived. This idea can be tested in
future experiments by measuring whether the perceived lo-
cation of simultaneous complex presented with an attenuated
target is strongly pulled toward the location of a target even
when it has little energy. However, preliminary tests in our
laboratory suggest this is not the case �Schwartz and Shinn-
Cunningham, 2008�.

We believe that the most likely possibility is that listen-
ers generally integrate spatial cues from only those sound
elements that are part of an attended object. However, �1�
listeners cannot perfectly filter out spatial cues in simulta-
neously presented components and �2� the degree to which

they can filter out spatial cues in competing elements de-
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pends on the frequency separation between within-object el-
ements and interfering sound elements. In other words, just
as the binaural system may be sluggish in processing spatial
cues in the temporal dimension �Kollmeier and Gilkey, 1990;
Culling and Summerfield, 1998; Akeroyd and Summerfield,
1999�, binaural analysis may also be coarse in frequency
compared to monaural analysis �Holube et al., 1998�. One
possible experiment that can test this conjecture would be to
use similar stimuli but increase the fundamental frequency of
the harmonic complex, so that the frequency separation of
the harmonics is large enough that the spatial cues of the
target are spectrally distinct from those of the complex. In
this case, one could predict that the target will no longer
influence the perceived location of the complex when the
target is heard as part of the complex.

B. Pushing „repulsion…

There is no evidence of pushing in any of our single-
object results. Instead, the target pulled both tone stream and
complex in the absence of a competing object. However,
when two objects were present in the scene and were per-
ceived at different locations, they generally repelled one an-
other. For instance, the perceived location of the complex
was always displaced away from the tones location when
tones were added to the mixture �S45C0T0 versus C0T0 and
S45C0T45 versus C0T45�. Similarly, the effect of moving the
location of the tones in the two-object mixtures was to dis-
place the perceived location of the complex in the opposite
direction from the displacement of the tones �S0C0T0 versus
S45C0T0 and S0C0T45 versus S45C0T45�. Experiment 2
showed that across-object repulsion was often stronger when
the stimulus rate was faster and weaker when the rate was
slower, both when localizing the tones �in condition S0C0T45�
and when localizing the harmonic complex �in conditions
S0C0T45 and S45C0T45�. This rate effect supports the idea that
objects repel one another spatially, but that this effect de-
creases as the objects are more separated in time.

In the current study, only two objects were heard �the
tone stream and the harmonic complex�, and they were sepa-
rated in time. One might, therefore, postulate that only tem-
porally segregated objects repel one another. However, pre-
vious evidence for repulsion has been reported when objects
overlap in time �Lorenzi et al., 1999; Best et al., 2005�.
Therefore, we suggest that repulsion occurs between objects
�as opposed to within an object�, and that this across-object
repulsion weakens with temporal separation between the
competing objects.

C. Assessing auditory segregation through pulling
and pushing

If spatial information is integrated within an object, but
objects repel one another, then spatial perception can be used
to assess the perceptual segregation of elements comprising
an auditory scene.

Kubovy and van Valkenburg �2001� argued that “percep-
tual boundaries” are important for the formation of auditory
objects. In vision, perceptual boundaries, or edges, are deter-

mined by spatio-temporal discontinuities �Adelson and Ber-
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gen, 1991�. In audition, spectro-temporal structure deter-
mines how objects form �Bregman, 1990; Darwin and
Carlyon, 1995; Darwin, 1997; Van Valkenburg and Kubovy,
2003; Griffiths and Warren, 2004; Shinn-Cunningham,
2008�. By parametrically varying the spectro-temporal fea-
tures of sound in a mixture �e.g., in dimensions such as onset
synchrony, harmonicity, common amplitude modulation,
etc.�, perceptual segregation can be manipulated, which
should impact localization judgments. Specifically, if listen-
ers judge sound elements to be coming from different loca-
tions, then the elements must belong to different perceptual
objects. Conversely, if sound elements are heard as part of
the same object, then listeners are likely to integrate the spa-
tial information in the elements, leading to a pulling effect.

However, auditory objects are not always distinct �Rand,
1974; Liberman et al., 1981; Moore et al., 1986; Darwin,
1995; McAdams et al., 1998; Shinn-Cunningham et al.,
2007; Lee and Shinn-Cunningham, 2008b; Shinn-
Cunningham and Wang, 2008�. These results are consistent
with the fact that sound making up an auditory scene is trans-
parent, with sounds from different sources adding together
rather than obscuring each other �Bregman, 1990�. Some
studies suggest that it is necessary, but not sufficient, for
sound elements to be perceived in distinct objects for them to
be perceived as coming from distinct locations �Litovsky and
Shinn-Cunningham, 2001; Best et al., 2007�. The current re-
sults �taken together with our past results investigating per-
ceptual organization of these mixtures; Shinn-Cunningham et
al., 2007; Lee and Shinn-Cunningham, 2008b� demonstrate
that integration of spatial cues can occur across elements that
are not perceived within the same object. In other words,
while spatial repulsion across elements may prove that the
elements are heard in different objects, the current results
show that integration of spatial cues across element does not
prove that the elements are heard in the same object. Still,
using a continuous measure such as perceived location can
provide a bound on when different objects are perceived as
distinct, even though it cannot rule out cases when two ob-
jects are heard, but are perceived at the same location. Future
work can assess the degree to which spatial measures of
across-element spatial integration and across-object spatial
repulsion give insights into auditory scene analysis.

V. CONCLUSIONS

These data show that there is repulsion between the per-
ceived locations of auditory objects, and that this repulsion
tends to decrease with increasing temporal separation of the
objects. Moreover, spatial cues in one sound element are
often integrated with other spatial cues, pulling the perceived
location of an attended object toward the location of the
individual element, both for single-and two-object sound
mixtures. We observed some weak integration of spatial cues
across time, consistent with binaural sluggishness. However,
this across-time pulling was only present in some single-
object mixtures and was not observed for any of the two-
object mixtures used here. We found evidence for an obliga-
tory integration of the spatial cues in a simultaneous target

element with those of a spectrally interleaved harmonic com-
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plex, an effect that was independent of repetition rate. Taken
together with our companion grouping experiments using the
same sets of stimuli �Shinn-Cunningham et al., 2007; Lee
and Shinn-Cunningham, 2008b�, and in contrast with previ-
ous results �Woods and Colburn, 1992; Hill and Darwin,
1996; Best et al., 2007�, the current results show that spatial
cues in elements that do not contribute strongly to the per-
ceived content of an auditory object can nonetheless strongly
pull the perceived location of that object. We suggest that
spatial repulsion is an effect observed between objects, while
spatial cue integration is an effect observed either within an
object or across sound elements whose spatial cues cannot be
resolved in spatial computations.
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1Based on pilot data, we selected the allowable range of ILD matches to
have a maximum magnitude of 20 dB. While this range was sufficiently
large to guarantee that our pilot subjects never reached the maximum
allowable value, this was not the case for all of the subjects tested in the
formal experiment. In general, we used simple, paired t-tests to check for
the statistical significance of effects of interest. However, t-tests assume
Gaussian-distributed matches. Thus, for some comparisons involving
matches to objects perceived to the side, the response distributions of the
ILD matches might be skewed due to the response limitations, violating
the assumptions of a parametric t-test. Therefore, we performed non-
parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank tests on comparisons involving the per-
ceived locations of objects originating from the side. These comparisons
are denoted with italics in Table I. Taking a fairly conservative approach,
we further excluded comparisons between pairs of conditions when more
than a quarter of the matches in each of the conditions to be compared had
magnitudes equal to or greater than 18 dB �within 2 dB of the maximum
allowable response� to prevent over-interpreting the results. Comparisons
that were excluded due to responses near the allowable maximum are
indicated by ellipses in the tables summarizing the statistical comparisons.

2We hypothesized that the matched location would be further away from
midline for the faster repetition rate �with no underlying distribution as-
sumed for the amount of repulsion�. Therefore, when testing the signifi-
cance of rate on repulsion in these two-object conditions, we used one-
tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank tests.
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